Take advantage of everything the Library has to offer, from new services you may not know about to tried-and-true resources proven to help you succeed.

In a recent survey, many of you said you wanted to learn more about the full range of our library services, which can help you save time with your research and teaching.

Read on for an overview of what’s available. And, as always, check in with your library liaison.
RESEARCH SERVICES

**Citation management:** Get advice on software tools that retrieve and organize information into properly formatted bibliographies.

**Data management:** Make your grant proposals more competitive with our help in creating and implementing data-management plans.

**Text mining:** Get help using computational methods to analyze millions of documents in multiple languages.

**Specialized software:** Work more efficiently at the Library’s high-end technology labs, with design software, audio/video production, GIS and mapping programs, and more.

**Systematic reviews:** Design and implement complex search strategies, and improve your review’s quality and reproducibility, with help from library experts.

PUBLISHING SERVICES

**Open access:** Make your research publicly available in Cornell’s digital repositories—eCommons, arXiv, DigitalCommons@ILR, and more. Apply for Cornell Open Access Publication funds, which, when available, can help pay publishing fees when other sources cannot be found.

**Copyright:** Obtain the best licensing terms for your intellectual property and learn more about fair-use guidelines and other rules by consulting with our experts.

**Digitization:** Turn your content into online digital publications, with library help at every step of planning, creating, organizing, and preserving digital collections.

**Public access support:** Keep up-to-date on funding agencies’ changing public access requirements, and avoid signing overly restrictive publisher contracts, with our guidance.

**ORCID iDs:** Turn to us to implement your Open Researcher and Contributor ID, which is increasingly required by publishers and funders and can streamline reporting, publishing, and other processes.

**Multimedia:** Incorporate multimedia elements into your non-traditional projects with our advice and tools.

**Research impact:** Guides and services help you measure your research impact.

TEACHING SUPPORT

**Instruction services:** Build students’ research skills through in-class library instruction or with our help incorporating research assignments into your syllabi.

**Workshops:** Boost your students’ research and computer-application skills by recommending library workshops.

**Research help:** We offer fast, expert advice, including 24/7 chats with librarians, online guides, and one-on-one in-depth consultations.

**Guides and tutorials:** Teach your students to research more efficiently with course-specific online research guides, tutorials, or videos.

**Course reserves:** Make course materials easy to find by placing items on reserve for students.

COLLECTION SERVICES

In the survey, you confirmed that you use our collections heavily, in all their forms—including the more than 8 million print volumes, 100,000+ ejournals, 1.1 million digital books, world-class archival materials, and more than 4,000 specialized databases.

Accessing collections is easier than ever before.

**Information delivery:** Save time and effort by requesting book delivery or PDFs of articles, manuscripts, book chapters, musical scores, and more. (Fees may apply.)

**Interlibrary borrowing:** Get books, articles, and more from other universities fast, through our Interlibrary Loan or Borrow Direct services.

**Passkey:** Access the Library’s databases and journals from off-campus with a single Cornell login.

library.cornell.edu/faculty